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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Report Background 

AJC Planning Consultants Sdn Bhd, Halcrow (A CH2M Hill Company) and Singapore Cruise 
Centre were appointed by the Penang State Government and the Northern Corridor 
Implementation Authority in May 2011 to develop a sustainable Transport Master Plan 
Strategy for the State of Penang.   

In developing this strategy the goal has been to: 

� adopt an holistic approach to transport, making a shift towards ensuring accessibility 
and “moving people not cars”; 

� make roads safe and user-friendly for all; 

� move towards a private vehicle to public transport modal split of 40% (public 
transport): 60% (private vehicle); 

� ensure integration between transport systems and development plans – delivering a 
multi-modal system; and 

� integrate the traffic and transport plans of the island and mainland. 

Also, in developing each of the proposals consideration has been given to: 

� the needs of the community / stakeholders  

� the priorities of UN World Heritage Sites; and 

� the need for proposals to be realistic, implementable, affordable and fundable  

The outcome of this study has been the development of a 'Recommended Transport Master 
Plan Strategy'.  This strategy is detailed in outline terms within the 'Recommended Transport 
Master Plan Strategy Report' and more detailed information on each part of the strategy 
proposals is set out within a series of accompanying detailed strategy reports. 

The first three of these detailed strategy reports set out the physical form of the strategy, 
looking at the issues of improving the State's highway network, improving the State's public 
transport network and generally improving overall transport accessibility.  

These three reports, titled: 

� The Highway Improvement Strategy 

� The Public Transport Improvement Strategy 

� The Accessibility Improvement Strategy. 

have put forward recommendations for restructuring the hierarchy's of both the highway and 
public transport system's so as both can better meet the needs of road users / travellers.   
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They also include proposals: 

� to improve the quality of the current highway and public transport networks through 
the introduction of better management, targeted improvements and the creation of 
new infrastructure; and 

� that seek to increase the overall attractiveness of public transport usage whilst also 
seeking to reduce future levels of growth in private vehicle usage. 

By way of background, in reaching the recommendations contained within the full 
'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy Report' a vast amount of research, analysis 
and consultation has been undertaken.  Details of all of this supporting work are set out in a 
series of background information reports.  These are titled as follows: 

� Overview of the Existing Transport Sector Report; 

� Survey Report - Highway and Public Transport Based Surveys; 

� Development of the Overarching Transport Master Plan Strategy Report; and 

� Stakeholder Engagement and Public Consultation Report. 

Also, for the purposes of understanding the impact that the 'Recommended Transport Master 
Plan Strategy' might have in improving, or indeed worsening, travel conditions within the 
State, a study specific 'Strategic Multi-Modal Transport Model' was developed and used to 
assess the performance of differing initiatives.  The form and validation of this model is 
detailed within the 'Penang Multi-Modal Transport Model Validation Report'.  A detailed 
model user guide has also been produced to assist the client in using this model to 
undertake future analysis. 

1.2 The Report Purpose 

The purpose of this current Institutional report is to examine what now needs to done to turn 
this 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' from an aspirational idea into a real 
reality. 

The development, identification and recommendation of the 'Recommended Transport 
Master Plan Strategy' forms very much the beginning of a long and difficult process aimed at 
improving transport delivery within the State.  

If the identified strategy is to be successfully implemented the hard work really begins from 
now.  It is now very much up to the State, together with the two local authorities of MPPP 
and MPSP, to take ownership of this strategy, both at political and officer level, so as to 
ensure its successful delivery. 

In this regard however: 

The strategy can not be delivered simply by the State and local authorities working together 
in isolation from Federal and / or Regional Government.  Many of the Strategy's proposals 
cover areas in which neither the State nor the local authorities has any real control.  These 
bodies will therefore have to, from the outset, engage with a multitude of other Federally and 
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Regionally controlled institutions, together with the private sector, so as to secure necessary 
funding and eventually ensure implementation. 

Similarly, even in areas where the strategy recommendations do fall entirely within the remit 
of either the State or the local authorities (MPPP and MPSP) there are likely be major 
obstacles preventing successful implementation.  These range from lack of political will 
through to funding shortages and a lack of available technical resources 

This Institutional Plan seeks to identify what these issues might be and to suggest, in outline 
terms at least, how they might be addressed.  As such, this report examines the need to: 

� clearly define ownership, in terms of strategy delivery; 

� establish a delivery mechanism that seeks to secure cooperation from other Federal, 
Regional and private sector organisations 

� ensure the longer term management and operation of the strategy components, 
once delivery has been achieved;  

� secure funding for the implementation of each strand of the strategy; and 

� strengthen the capability of the State and local authorities in taking forward specific 
initiatives and overseeing the whole strategy implementation process. 

In addition it also includes recommendations for changing the current approach to assessing 
and approving development applications.  This revised approach seeks to both ensure that 
future development occurs in locations that are sustainable from a public transport viewpoint 
and to maximise opportunities for ensuring that developers fully contribute to the costs of 
implementing the strategy 

As might be expected, there is a considerable degree of overlap between the institutional 
issues discussed within this report and the detailed proposals put forward in each of the 
above detailed strategy documents. For the sake of clarity, where issues do overlap between 
these individual reports, the issues have generally been dealt with in both documents. 

1.3 The Report Structure 

This report is set out in six main chapters. Following this introductory chapter 

� Chapter 2 discusses the issues associated with ownership and implementation 

� Chapter 3 discusses the longer term management of the Transport system 

� Chapter 4 looks at the issue of securing strategy funding 

� Chapter 5 examines a new approach to assessing and approving development 
applications; and 

� Chapter 6 discusses the need for institutional capacity building 
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2 INSTITUTIONAL OWNERSHIP AND IMPLEMENTATION 

2.1 Introduction 

The 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' includes proposals to improve both 
highway and public transport provision.  It additionally includes proposals to improve the 
management and regulation of transport generally and seeks to bring about a change in 
attitudes to private transport / public transport usage.  Key to the last of these is the intention 
to change the approach adopted when reviewing development applications. 

At the current time, and probably for the foreseeable future, the provision, regulation and 
operation of transport facilities with the State are divided between many different 
organisations. These range from federal, region, local and privately controlled organisations. 

The delivery of the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' is therefore going to be 
complex.   

� Firstly, there is a need for the Strategy itself to be fully owned at both State and 
Local Authority level; 

� Secondly though, there is a need for recognition to be given to the fact that the State 
and Local Authorities do not control much of the transport regime - Implementation 
of the Strategy will therefore be highly dependent on the need to gain the co-
operation of other organisations  

� Thirdly, there is a need to recognise that such co-operation will only be obtained if 
the State and Local authorities are willing to take the lead in working, in an open 
manner, with all these other organisations 

This chapter addresses these issues of ownership: 

� firstly through discussing the need for the State, MPPP and MPSP to formally adopt 
and own the overall strategy; 

� secondly, through discussing how such ownership might be achieved;  

� thirdly, through reviewing at high level, how the strategy might be progressed in the 
longer term; 

� fourthly through reviewing the existing powers of the State, the Local Authorities and 
other agencies; and 

� Finally, through putting forward proposals for the establishment of a Strategy 
Delivery Team, charged with overseeing the strategy's progression and 
implementation 

In the longer term, following implementation, there will also be a need for the overall 
operation of different components of the strategy to be managed.  These issues are 
discussed separately in Chapter 3. 
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2.2 Formal Adoption of the Overall Strategy 

The first step in making the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' a reality lies in 
the contents of the overall suite of 'Transport Master Plan Strategy' reports being adopted by 
the State, MPPP and MPSP as official Transport policy. 

This involves the content of these reports being received and approved by politicians within 
the State, MPPP and MPSP.   

For this purpose, following the final approval of the Strategy by the study 'Steering Group', a 
series of meetings need to be arranged with politicians in each body, culminating in the 
Strategy receiving formal approval by the full Councils of each organisation. 

A key feature of these approvals should be the passing of a resolution at each of the 
meetings for the immediate setting up a Strategy Task force, charged with putting in place 
the necessary building blocks to ensure cooperation from all interested parties. 

It is recommended that that this Task Force should: 

� be chaired by either the Chief Minister of the State or the Chairman of the State's 
Local Government and Traffic Management Committee; 

� be supported by a secretariat of experienced State employed personnel; and 

� be empowered to enter into discussions with representatives from other Federal, 
Regional and Local organisations from both the public and private sector to set out 
an initial Action Plan for the delivery of the strategy 

It is further proposed that this Task Force be required to report back the contents of this 
Action Plan to the full Council's of the State, MPPP and MPSP with a period of say, six 
months. 

2.3 The Need for Strategy Ownership at State, MPPP and MPSP Officer 
Level  

To ensure that all of the above activities actually happen there is an immediate need for 
officers from within the State, MPPP and MPSP to take over ownership of the 
'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' from the consultants 

To this end it is recommended that an officer level Committee be immediately set up 
comprising of senior level representatives from within the State's 'Chairman of Local 
Government and Traffic Management Committee' secretariat and the Engineering 
Departments of MPPP and MPSP.   

This officer Committee should be tasked with ensuring: 

� that the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' is adopted as official policy 
by State. MPPP and MPSP; and 

� that a Task Force is subsequently convened under the chairmanship of the Chief 
Minister or the Chairman of the 'Local Government and Traffic Management 
Committee' to identify an Action Plan for taking the strategy forward. 
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To ensure continuity between the current 'Strategy Development and Identification' activity 
and this new 'Strategy Launching' activity it is recommended that the existing study 'Steering 
Group' be kept in place to oversee progress until such time as the above mentioned 'Task 
Force' is convened. 

Also to ensure continuity, the consultant will be available if needed, to present the Strategy 
recommendations to the respective committees of the State, MPPP and MPSP. 

2.4 Initial Management of the Strategy's Delivery 

Following on from the establishment of the above mentioned Task Force it is anticipated that 
one of the key outputs contained within its initial Action Plan will be a recognition of the need 
to establish a management structure for the overall delivery of the strategy.   

It is envisaged that this is likely to comprise of: 

� 'a Strategic Strategy Delivery Committee';  

together with  

� a number of targeted 'Short to Medium Term Strategy Implementation Committees'   

It is also envisaged that: 

� members of the 'Strategic Strategy Delivery Committee' will be tasked primarily with: 

- overseeing the timely implementation of all strands of the 'Recommended 
Transport Master Plan Strategy'; 

- securing the Strategy's overall funding needs, both in the short to medium term 
and in the longer term; and 

- progressing the delivery of the Strategy's major infrastructure projects; and 

� members of the each of the 'Short to Medium Term Strategy Implementation 
Committees'  will focus on addressing individual issues related to implementing each 
of the proposed short to medium term improvements to the operation of existing 
transport networks.   

As such, membership of the 'Strategic Strategy Delivery Committee' should be targeted 
towards those organisations that have control of funding and policy issues and membership 
of the 'Short to Medium Term Implementation Committees' should be primarily targeted at 
delivery organisations.  By definition though, some members of the 'Strategic Strategy 
Delivery Committee' are also likely to have a role in moving forward short to medium term 
improvements to the existing transport networks. 

In hierarchical terms it is envisaged that: 

� the overarching Terms of Reference for each of the 'Short to Medium Term Strategy 
Implementation Committees' should be set by the members of the 'Strategic Strategy 
Delivery Committee'; and 

� that each of the Implementation Committees should be required to submit regular 
progress update reports to members of the 'Strategic Strategy Delivery Committee'. 
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It is envisaged that these update reports will concentrate on achievements, unresolved 
issues and actions that require the involvement of the 'Strategic Strategy Delivery 
Committee'. 

The following discussion seeks to identify, at a component level, which organisations need to 
be involved within each of these committees.  This has been achieved through reviewing the 
current and likely future ownership structure of transport responsibilities. 

It should be noted, despite the following discussion clearly identifying that the State, even in 
conjunction with MPPP and MPSP, cannot deliver the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan 
Strategy' in its own right, it nonetheless remains vitally important that the State retains 
ultimate responsibility for the Strategy's delivery. Delegating this responsibility either 
downwards to MPPP / MPSP or upwards to federal level will simply undermine the Strategy's 
importance  

If the State really wants to change the way transport services are delivered within the State it 
must be the State, rather than any other body, that takes overall ownership of the Strategy, 
working hand in hand with other organisations to secure its delivery. 

2.5 Identifying Membership of the Strategy Delivery Team - An Overview 

The ownership / responsibility for transport provision, operation and regulation within the 
State of Penang is divided between a number of public and private organisations.  All of 
these key players in the planning, regulation and operation of highway and public transport 
services will need to be involved in the strategy delivery process. 

In addition, there are also a number of other umbrella organisations that have a strategic 
interest in transport provision within Penang, either from an enabling point of view or from a 
strategic planning viewpoint.  It would be to the Strategy's advantage if representatives from 
these organisations were also encouraged to get involved in the Strategy delivery process. 

2.6 Organisations Involved in Highway Provision, Regulation, Maintenance 
and Enforcement 

In the case Highways, responsibility for the provision, regulation and maintenance of 
highways is split between Federal, State and Local Government. 

� Expressways are all directly under the control of Federal Government, with the 
Malaysian Highway Authority taking overall responsibility for the planning, funding 
and provision of Expressways and the private sector, in the form of Toll Road 
Concessionaires, being responsible for the day to day financing, operation and 
maintenance of such roads under the terms of individual concession agreements 

� Federal Roads are again the direct responsibility of Federal Government. The 
improvement and funding of Federal Road related works is therefore completely 
outside the State's control. It is controlled on behalf of Federal Government by the 
Ministry of Works, with JKR acting as the agency for implementation, day to day 
operation and maintenance. 
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� All other significant roads, with the exception of those within George Town, come 
under the control of the State, with the State ultimately having the power to plan and 
fund such highway provision.  In reality however the State has limited funds available 
to provide, manage and maintain its roads and the State's highway based planning 
activities are highly dependent on the availability of Federal Government funding 
under a Ministry of Finance run formula based grant system .  JKR also acts on 
behalf of the State as its agency for the implementation, day to day operation and 
maintenance of State controlled roads.  The State's control over highways is 
therefore further muted. 

� Within the city of George Town MPPP has actively taken over responsibility for the 
implementation, day to day operation and maintenance of all roads within the City.  It 
therefore ultimately has the power to plan and fund new highways within the City 
boundaries.  Again though, in reality, MPPP is little more than an arm of State 
government and is also constrained in funding terms.  Ultimately, although there is 
no JKR involvement as implementing agency, MPPP is again dependent primarily on 
Federal Government for highway funding through the formula based grant system. 

The highway related proposals contained within the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan 
Strategy' involve: 

� the undertaking of improvements to existing roads owned by MPPP, the State and 
the Ministry of Works (these being Federal Roads); 

together with 

� the creation of five new roads, at least one of which will need to be provided by the 
Malaysian Highway Authority as a tolled Expressway facility (The North - South 
Expressway Link Road). 

Regardless of how the State, MPPP and MPSP ultimately decide to move forward in respect 
of: 

� funding and constructing improvements to their own roads; and 

� creating the other four new highways (the George Town Bypass, North Coast Pair 
Road, Air Hitam - Relau Pair Road and the Third Sea Crossing) 

there will be a need for them to work closely with the Ministry of Works, JKR, the Ministry 
of Finance and the Malaysian Highway Authority if all highway related aspects of the 
'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' are to be realised. 

From a highways perspective it is therefore recommended that representatives from the 
Ministry of Works, the Ministry of Finance and the Malaysian Highway Authority should 
have seat on the proposed 'Strategic Strategy Delivery Committee' 

Looking at the short to medium term issues associated with the day to day operation of the 
highway network the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' primarily contains 
proposals to improve management and limit usage of existing highways through introducing: 
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� better enforcement; 

� setting up a road safety unit;  

� improving the management and coverage of on-street parking controls; and 

� making changes to the way development applications are processed. 

Each of these initiatives is a sub-strategy in its own right and therefore should be progressed 
through its own 'Short to Medium Term Strategy Implementation Committee'.  At this level, 
while it is the engineering department of MPPP and JKR who are responsible for the day to 
day maintenance of the highways, the safe and efficient operation of these highways 
intrinsically involves other parties.   

In the case of better enforcement and the improvement of road safety the local police forces 
have a key role to play in both of these issues. Similarly, changing approaches to 
development control will involve other departments of the State, MPPP and MPSP to those 
that administer the highways operations. It will also involve JPBD - the State's planning arm. 

Introduction of each of these Short to Medium term implementation strategies is also likely to 
impact on the community as a whole.  Appropriate community representation on each of 
these Implementation committees will therefore also be important. 

At a minimum, representation on the individual highway related 'Short to Medium Term 
Strategy Implementation Committees' will therefore need to include representatives, as 
appropriate, from State, MPPP, MPSP, JKR, the local police forces, the planning 
divisions / departments of MPPP, MPSP and the State, JPBD and the community, 
together with appropriate members of the higher 'Strategic Strategy Delivery Committee'. 

2.7 Organisations Involved in Public Transport Provision, Regulation and 
Operation 

In the case public transport delivery, responsibility for the provision, regulation and operation 
of the public transport network is primarily vested at Federal Government level. 

Suruhanjaya Pengangkutan Awam Darat (SPAD), a Federal Government agency, is the 
main body with responsibility for the planning and regulation of land based public transport 
services within the State of Penang 

Under the provisions of the Suruhanjaya Pengangkutan Awam Darat (SPAD) Act 2010 
SPAD is empowered to plan, regulate and enforce all matters relating to land public transport 
within Peninsula Malaysia 

The Act provides powers to SPAD to: 

- plan public transport provision through setting out a Master plan that aims to ensure 
comprehensive, integrated and sustainable infrastructure development; 

- regulate the provision of public transport by monitoring and regulating the standard of 
public transport operational performance through issuing and controlling the licenses 
of public transport operators; and 
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- enforce the acceptable provision of public transport services through managing the 
licensing system, auditing and investigating public transport operator's performance 
and, as necessary, suspending / revoking operator licenses, seizing operator's 
vehicles and imposing penalties on operators that provide unacceptable levels of 
service 

The act also empowers SPAD to manage the operation of other Commercial Vehicles 
throughout Malaysia 

It should be noted in respect of SPAD that it does not have powers to: 

� actually operate land based public transport services - This responsibility falls on the 
public transport operators empowered by SPAD under the terms of SPAD's licensing 
regime;  

� issue finance for the construction of public transport infrastructure - This requires the 
involvement of Federal Government itself, through the Ministry of Finance; or 

� regulate the operation of water transport in respect of the ferry services between 
Butterworth and George Town - This is the responsibility of the Penang Port 
Commission, an arm of Federal Government's Ministry of Transport 

The powers of the State, MPPP and MPSP, in respect of public transport, are very much 
limited to the provision of ancillary infrastructure such as bus stops, bus terminals and taxi 
stands.  In theory however, the State, MPPP and MPSP could, subject to them obtaining the 
necessary regulatory licensing approvals from SPAD or the Penang Port Commission, 
operate their own public transport services under the provisions of the Local Government Act 
1976. For such provision to become reality however the State, MPPP and MPSP are 
dependent on SPAD or the Penang Prot Commission issuing appropriate operating licenses.  
In addition, the State / MPPP and MPSP would have to take on responsibility for funding 
such services, should operational revenues not match operational costs. 

In terms of the provision of the public transport services themselves, at the current time the 
public transport services are operated as follows. 

i)  Bus Services 

Local Bus based public transport services are operated by 

� Rapid Penang, a wholly Federal government owned company under the umbrella of 
the Ministry of Finance's Syarikat Prasarana Negara Berhad (Prasarana - National 
Infrastructure Company Limited); and 

� a series of private sector bus operators 

Rapid Penang is licensed by SPAD to operate bus services on both Penang Island and the 
Mainland while the private operators are individually licensed to operate set routes on the 
Mainland. Rapid Penang, being a government company, has in the past not been subject to 
the same financial constraints as those experienced by the private sector operators. 

Inter-City bus services are entirely operated by the private sector, under licence from SPAD. 
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ii) Rail Services 

The current rail services, to the extent to which they exist, are operated by KTM.  In the 
future it is envisaged that ETC (Electric Train Company) will operate the new inter-city 
services on the KTM rail network.  Both KTM and ETC are again arms of Federal 
government 

iii) Ferry Services 

Finally, the ferry service between Butterworth and George Town is operated by Penang Port, 
a wholly Federal government owned company, again under the Ministry of Finance.  These 
services are operated as part of a wider concession agreement between the Penang Port 
Commission and Penang Port for the provision of port services. 

The public transport related proposals contained within the 'Recommended Transport Master 
Plan Strategy' primarily involve: 

� the short to medium term rationalisation of the current bus based public transport 
networks through the introduction of Core Public Transport routes, Feeder Routes 
and other supporting public transport services 

� the medium term introduction of both Catamaran based passenger only ferries 
between Butterworth and George Town and commuter rail services on KTM's double 
tracked rail facility 

together with 

� the longer term introduction of Tram and Bus Rapid Transit based public transport 
services in place of the above bus based core public transport routes, together with 
the introduction of further catamaran based ferry services. 

At the strategic strategy delivery level the achievement of these changes will involve, at a 
minimum, SPAD, the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Transport.  

From a Public Transport perspective it is therefore recommended that representatives from 
SPAD, the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Transport should have a seat on the 
proposed 'Strategic Strategy Delivery Committee' 

Looking at the short to medium term implementation issues associated with: 

� restructuring the bus based public transport network; 

� introducing commuter rail services; and 

� introducing replacement catamaran services 

each of these issues should probably be taken forward, a day to day level, through the 
establishment of individual Short to Medium Term Strategy Implementation Committees. 

In addition to State, MPPP and MPSP representation, the membership of these 
implementation teams is likely to include Rapid Penang, other private sector bus 
operators ; Penang Port Commission, Penang Port, KTM and ETC.  Again, as in the 
case of the highway implementation committees, consideration will also need to be given to 
involving community representation. 
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2.8 Other Organisations with a Key Interest in Transport Delivery 

At a wider level, the success of the strategy delivery process will depend on the State's 
ability to mobilise more general support at national, regional and local level.  For this reason 
it is suggested that membership of the 'Strategic Strategy Delivery Committee' should be 
widened out to include representation from these other key organisations. 

At a minimum this wider membership should include: 

� Economic Planning Unit, which is under the Prime Minister's Department and has 
overall responsibility for development planning in Malaysia.  As such the EPU has 
direct responsibility for producing the five yearly Malaysia Plan and is influential in 
funding decisions 

� KHAZANAH, the Government of Malaysia's strategic investment fund which has the 
role of promoting economic growth and making strategic investments on behalf of 
Government 

� PEMANDU, the Performance Management & Delivery Unit under the Prime 
Minister's Department, responsible for overseeing the implementation Government's 
Economic Transformation Programme  

� Northern Corridor Implementation Authority (NCIA), responsible at a regional 
level for promoting economic growth in the Northern Corridor Economic Region 
(NCIA are also a joint funder of this Transport Master Plan Study) 

� Penang Transport Council, a voluntary advisory council constituted by the Penang 
State Executive  for the purpose of improving transportation in the state of Penang. It 
includes representatives from both state and local governments, together with non 
government employed experts in transport planning and management 

2.9 Summary 

In summary, in initially taking the Strategy forward there is an immediate need for ownership 
of the strategy to be transferred from the consultant to officers within the State, MPPP and 
MPSP.  There is also a need for the Strategy to be formally adopted by the Council's of the 
State, MPPP and MPSP. 

Once this has been achieved a Task Force needs to be convened under the chairmanship of 
the Chief Minister or the Chairman of the 'Local Government and Traffic Management 
Committee' to identify an Action Plan for moving the Strategy forward. 

It is envisaged that this Action Plan will include recommendations for the establishment of a 
strategy delivery team comprised of: 

� 'a Strategic Strategy Delivery Committee'; and 

� a number of targeted 'Short to Medium Term Strategy Implementation Committees'   

At this time it is envisaged that membership of these two tier committees will be as set out in 
Figure 2.1. 
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It is further envisaged that 

�  the 'Strategic Strategy Delivery Committee' will be tasked with: 

- overseeing the timely implementation of all strands of the 'Recommended 
Transport Master Plan Strategy'; 

- securing the Strategy's overall funding needs, both in the short to medium term 
and in the longer term; and 

- progressing the delivery of the Strategy's major infrastructure projects; and 

� the 'Short to Medium Term Strategy Implementation Committees'  will be tasked with 
addressing individual issues related to implementing each of the proposed short to 
medium term improvements included in the Recommended Transport Master Plan 
Strategy 

In the longer term it is also envisaged that there will be a need to establish an ongoing body 
to oversee the day to day management of the transport system.  These last issues are 
discussed in mode detail in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 2.1: A Possible Management Structure for Overseeing the Implementation of the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' 
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3 THE LONGER TERM MANAGEMENT OF THE 
TRANSPORT SYSTEM 

3.1 Introduction 

Chapter 2 has set out a discussion that primarily concentrates on identifying an approach for 
kick starting the implementation of the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy'.  As 
such it has primarily focussed on bringing together the key players responsible for securing 
funding and overseeing the progression of implementation plans.   

In the medium to longer term however, as the various elements of the strategy start to 
materialise there will be as need to establish a longer term management structure that can 
oversee the day to day management of the transport system and take responsibility for 
ensuring that the strategy objectives are realised 

In terms of the day to day management and maintenance of highway infrastructure this 
process could be relatively straight forward, and might in effect be a continuation of the 
current regime, albeit there may be a need to review the overall ownership status of 
highways within the State so as highway ownership better reflects the future functional role 
of each section of road.  This issue of highway functional role has been discussed in depth 
within the accompanying Highway Improvement Plan. 

In the case of both transport policy and public transport management the issues are much 
more complex. One of the overarching goals of the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan 
Strategy' is that of creating and integrated transport system within the State, with:  

� high level transport policy being targeted at encouraging travellers to make much 
more informed choices between the use of public and private transport; and 

� public transport provision itself being much more integrated, providing seamless 
ticketing and interchange between different parts of the public transport network.   

Achievement of this integrated approach to transport provision means that in the medium to 
longer term the current disaggregated ownership structures within the transport sector need 
to be addressed. 

This chapter looks into these issues, suggesting that one way forward might be to ultimately 
create an overarching State wide Integrated Transport Agency, with overall responsibility for 
both setting transport policy and managing the operation of the transport system. 

Although the proposals set out herein might be considered radical, they nonetheless attempt 
to respect current interests and have also been formulated so as to ensure there is a smooth 
transition between the initial implementation based institutional structures discussed in 
Chapter 2 and this suggested longer term institutional structure. 
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3.2 The Objectives of Creating an Integrated Transport Agency 

The overriding objectives underlying the creation of a State wide Integrated Transport 
Agency should be to achieve: 

� Integrated operation and management of buses, ferries and future commuter rail 
services, tram services and Bus Rapid Transit services 

� Better integration between the setting of highway tolls, car parking charges and 
public transport fares; 

� Improved future planning of new additions to the transport network, both new 
highway schemes and new public transport schemes; and 

� Better co-ordination between land use development policies and transportation 
planning policies 

a) Integrated Operation of all Public Transport Services 

Through ultimately creating a single Integrated Transport Agency that has responsibility of 
overseeing the operation of all parts of the public transport network it should be possible to: 

� implement a single fare structure for the use of all public transport services; 

� remove duplication and route competition within the public transport sector; and 

� integrate timetables across the whole public transport network 

The net outcome of this will be that passengers are offered a much more seamless journey, 
the overall system can be operated much more efficiently and service planning can be 
viewed from a network wide perspective, rather that at an individual service level. 

b) Better Integration of Transport User Charges 

Introducing better co-ordination of wider transport pricing policies means that public 
transport usage can be encouraged in preference to private vehicle usage and ultimately, if 
necessary, cross subsidisation can be introduced between highway and public transport 
operations 

c) Introduction of Integrated Planning for Future Infrastructure Provision 

Bringing together decision making in respect of planning both highway and public transport 
infrastructure provision within a single organisation will ensure that public sector investment 
is efficiently targeted towards selecting the most appropriate solutions for moving people 
and goods, rather than simply concentrating on the developing infrastructure for each mode 
in isolation 

d) Better Coordination between Land Use Planning and Transport Planning  

Introducing better co-ordination between land use policy and transport policy means that 
new developments can be encouraged in areas that have good public transport accessibility 
and discouraged in areas that are inaccessible by public transport.  This will lead to more 
efficient usage of the overall transport network, reducing the needs for future expenditure of 
new infrastructure and contributing toward global reductions in C0

2
 emissions.  
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3.3 The Suggested Transitional Process - Initial Implementation Committee 
to Longer Term Management Agency 

In the longer term, establishing such an Integrated Transport Agency is likely to necessitate 
changes in existing legislation, bringing together the current roles of many different agencies 
into a single agency.  Such a change is likely to be difficult to achieve. Not only does it 
require a transfer of powers between agencies, it also probably necessitates a devolution of 
both power and funding from Federal Government to Local Government  

In view of the above, in today's terms, setting up such an organisation can only be viewed as 
a long term objective, rather than an achievable outcome. 

Nonetheless, bringing together all the key players in transport provision, as has already 
been suggested in Chapter 2, does provide a genesis for such an agency to be created, be 
it in shadow format or in reality. 

To function effectively and achieve its goals, the suggested 'Strategic Strategy Delivery 
Committee' will have to jointly: 

� make difficult decisions in respect of setting priorities between allocating funds for 
public transport and highway schemes; 

� ensure that, in providing each new addition to the public transport network, there is 
seamless integration, both from a physical perspective and from a ticketing 
perspective; 

� ensure that an appropriate balance is stuck between increasing the quality, 
coverage and general availability of public transport and introducing measures that 
generally make private vehicle usage less attractive; 

� put in place proposals for changing the way in which development applications are 
dealt with, placing much more emphasis on locating new developments in areas that 
are public transport accessible and viewing the accessibility of new developments 
from a public transport and pedestrian viewpoint, rather than simply from a private 
vehicle viewpoint. 

Given this, it is suggested that over time the status of the 'Strategic Strategy Delivery 
Committee' should be reviewed and strengthened, so as instead of it simply being a group of 
individual agencies acting in cooperation it can gradually evolve into a more formal unit, 
perhaps with each agency retaining its own control over it particular sector but gradually 
devolving decision making to its selected representatives on the Committee, thus allowing 
the Committee as a whole to act like a Integrated Transport Agency, even if that is not what 
is it actually called. 

In respect of the above it should be noted that in putting forward the 'Recommended 
Transport Master Plan Strategy' an overall implementation timetable, addressing many of 
the issues highlighted above, has already been outlined.  This has however been developed 
purely from a transport planning perspective.  In implementing the Strategy is it inevitable 
that conflicts will arise between what is theoretically desirable and what is politically 
achievable.  The task of the 'Strategic Strategy Delivery Committee' will be find ways of 
resolving these issues while at the same time delivering the overall Transport Strategy. 
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3.4 The Final Format of the Longer Term Management Structure 

In the longer term, no matter to what extent the powers of the initial management structure 
are allowed to evolve, the role of the 'Strategic Strategy Delivery Committee' will change 
from that of securing funding and championing implementation to that of managing the 
transport system. The need for Short to Medium Term Implementation Committees will also 
reduce and in their place there will be a need to put in place mechanisms for managing the 
transport system 

The relative importance of different agencies within the committees will also change, 
depending partly on the extent to which there is a continuing need to raise funding and on 
the decisions that have been made in respect of project delivery. 

Going forward to the longer term, the need for PEMANDU, KHAZANAH and the Economic 
Planning Unit to participate in the management process may diminish. Similarly, depending 
on which organisations operate the future public transport system the role of Penang Port 
and other private sector bus operators might reduce. 

Assuming there is no radical devolvement of power however, the following key players are 
likely to have a continuing role in the longer term strategy management structure 

� Strategic Role 

- Penang State 

- MPPP 

- MPSP 

- Malaysian Highways Authority  

- Ministry of Transport 

- Ministry of Works 

- SPAD 

- NCIA 

- PTC 

� Operational Role 

- Police 

- JPBD 

- Rapid Penang 

- Other Bus Operators 

- KTM / ETC 

- Penang Port Commission 

- Community Representatives 
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4 SECUREMENT OF STRATEGY FUNDING 

4.1 Introduction 

The cost of delivering the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' is some RM 26 
Billion over a period of some 15 to 20 years. This is clearly a significant financial 
commitment and will be extremely difficult to finance from State / Local Government 
resources alone.  The Strategy's successful delivery is therefore highly dependent on the 
availability of funds from Federal Government and / or the private sector. 

This chapter firstly sets out a resume of the funds that are currently available to the State 
and two local authorities.  It then reviews possible future external sources of funding and 
finally looks at the strategy costs from the perspective of possible delivery agencies 

Although this chapter does not provide any definitive answers in terms of where future 
funding might be obtained from it does emphasise the importance of the State working 
together with other organisations to secure deliver the Strategy. 

4.2 State and Local Government Income Sources 

The State and Local Governments derive their revenue from three main sources, these 
being: 

� Taxes 

� Non-tax revenue 

� Non-revenue receipt (also known as transfers or grant) 

The first category of revenue consists of both direct and indirect taxes. State Government 
derives its direct tax revenues from land taxes, drainage taxes and from royalties on mineral 
extraction. Between 2008 and 2010 these have typically amounted to some RM 100 Million 
per annum.  State income from indirect taxes is around RM 6 Million per annum and is 
mainly raised through entertainment duties.  

In the case of the two local authorities their tax based revenue is mainly derived from 
assessment tax - these being assessment taxes on properties occupied by residents, 
government agencies and business operators under their jurisdiction. In 2009 and 2010 this 
amounted to some RM 140 Million in the case or MPPP and some RM 100 Million in the 
case of MPSP 

The second type of revenue (i.e. non-tax revenue) consists of all forms of income that are 
collected or charged on a user pay basis.  This includes charges for permits and licenses; 
service / processing fees; sales of goods; rental of state properties and earnings from 
investment (i.e. savings or fixed deposits in financial institutions); fines and compounds.  
Typically the State receive some RM 150 Million per annum through this source whereas 
MPPP and MPSP receive some RM 65 Million and RM 30 Million per annum respectively. 

Each authority then receives further funding in the form of federal government grants and 
allocations. In the case of the State these amount to around RM 75 Million per annum.  
MPPP receives around RM 20 Million per annum and MPSP receives around RM 7.5 Million 
per annum.  These government grants and allocations include: 
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� Annual Equalization Grant from the Ministry of Housing & Local Government – 
based on local authority population (maximum of RM 5million a year)  

� Road Maintenance Grant from the ministry of Finance – based on the length of state 
and federal roads serviced by the local authority  

In addition, all local authorities are eligible to apply for: 

� development expenditure allocations from the Ministry of Housing & Local 
Government.  These are design to meet development needs in the areas of 
infrastructure; cleanliness, beautification and landscaping; social facilities; purchase 
of equipment or machinery and for the purpose of sustainable development; and  

� other grants available through the Ministries of Tourism, Youth & Sports and Rural & 
Regional Development. 

The vast majority of the income received by each authority is expended on emoluments, 
supplies & services, asset depreciation, grants & fixed charges and other operating 
expenditures 

Based on the above, opportunities from the State, MPPP and MPSP to finance the 
'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' from their own income clearly do not exist. 
Indeed, under the existing financing environment within Malaysia most major transport 
projects require Federal Government to provide extensive financial support. 

Progression of the strategy's implementation, as discussed within Chapter 2, will therefore 
be dependent on the State, MPPP and MPSP working in close cooperation with other 
organisations through some form of joint implementation committee (i.e. the suggested 
Strategic Strategy Delivery Committee) to secure necessary funding   

4.3 Options for Funding  

The most relevant sources of external funding that the State Government and the 'Strategic 
Strategy Delivery Committee' may be able to utilise are as follows: 

Federal Government Support 

� Cash support: This can be in the form of federal supported subsidies, grants or 
preferential / subordinated loans.  

� In Kind Support: Such support could also be provided in the form of the free 
allocation of land by federal government  

Incentives for Infrastructure Contractors 

� Provision of Development Right Incentives: This might include the State or 
Federal Government allocating development rights to a contractor in return for the 
provision of highway or public transport infrastructure.   

� Tax Incentives: Support might also be given to a contractor in the form of tax relief 
(i.e. tax incentives and direct / indirect tax exemptions) so as to reduce overall 
infrastructure costs 
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Transport User Charges 

� Road User Tolls - In the case of the North - South Expressway Link Road and the 
Third Sea Crossing the costs of facility construction could be offset through the 
potential to collect future road user tolls 

� Parking charges: As part of 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' is it 
proposed to increase existing on-street parking charges and introduce new on-street 
parking changes. These measures provide a potential source of revenue for the 
State and local authorities. 

� Road User Access Charges - The ultimate imposition of access charges on private 
vehicles entering both George Town and Butterworth will potentially provide a 
source of revenue that can be used to offset the costs of infrastructure provision 

� Fare box Revenues: these represent a potential source of income in respect of 
public transport operations, however, at the current time with public transport fares 
being set by federal government to maximise affordability for most sections of 
society, rather than to maximise system income, it is unlikely that fare income will 
meet operating costs. 

Developer Charges 

� Developer Contributions towards a Transport Fund - A substantial reason for 
the need for the public sector to provide improved transport infrastructure is the 
pressure that new development places on existing infrastructure. To address this 
issue developers could be required to make contributions to a transport 
infrastructure fund. The scale of such contributions could be tailored to reflect the 
impact that the provision of each new development has on the transport system - 
This issue is discussed further in Chapter 5.  The imposition of such a charge would 
mirror the current contributions that developers are required to make for drainage 
provision  

Land Betterment Charges 

� Real Estate Development Premiums: In the case of new development this could 
be in the form of a levy imposed on real estate developers for the right to develop 
land in the vicinity of proposed Rapid Transit stations and other transport related 
facilities.  As such the levy would reflect the gain in land values associated with the 
provision of the new facility. 

� Levying of Additional Land or Property Taxes: In the case of existing properties 
substantial economic activity benefits can arise from the provision of improved 
transport infrastructure, hence, the rental and / or capital value of existing properties 
can increase. One option for the public sector to capture some value from this 
benefit is to introduce a higher levy on properties that directly benefit from the 
provision of such infrastructure 

Other Sources of Income 

� Ancillary revenue from advertising and business activities: Urban transportation 
projects give rise to a number of advertising and business activities. These include 
development and management of retail, commercial and banking facilities around 
stations where people tend to congregate. The system's buses, bus rapid transit, 
trams, commuter trains and ferries also provide ample space for advertisements. 
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� Commercial Money Markets - Potentially the State could also raise funds on the 
open market through selling 'guaranteed return' municipal bonds. Such a strategy 
however simply defers the cost of providing new infrastructure till a later time.  There 
is not reason to necessarily believe that the State will in any better position to raise 
capital in the future, when the bonds need to be repaid, then at the present time. For 
such a strategy to be viable the State would have to identify a credible source of 
future income that would facilitate both bond repayment and debt servicing costs. 

In terms of each of the above possible revenue sources, none in its own right is going to 
provide sufficient funds to allow the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' to be 
implemented.   

However, when used in combination they do provide a potential way forward, particularly as 
the overall strategy implementation costs are likely to be spread over a period of some 15 to 
20 years and ownership of individual component projects is diverse. 

In regard to this last point it is worth remembering that the provision of much of content of 
the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' lies outside the scope of both the State 
and the two local authorities.   

The next two sections investigate the possible division of these 'Recommended Transport 
Master Plan Strategy' costs between the various transport authorities 

4.4 The Possible Allocation of Highway Related Strategy Costs between 
Different Parties 

a) Highway Improvement Costs 

In terms of undertaking improvements to the existing highway network MPPP and the State 
are only responsible for a portion of the roads that need to be upgraded.  Under the current 
highway ownership regime the division of highway improvement costs between MPPP, the 
State and Federal government would be as follows: 

Improvements to MPPP roads    185 Million 

Improvement to State Roads 2,180 Million 

Improvement to Federal Roads  3,040 Million 

Total 5,405 Million 

If the current highway ownership regime were to be amended, such that Federal 
Government took responsibility for all the Tier 1 and Tier 2 Private Vehicle Movement 
corridors identified within the accompanying Highway Improvement Plan (see Figure 4.1) 
then the division of these financial responsibilities would change as set out below: 

Improvements to MPPP roads    185 Million 

Improvement to State Roads 1,420 Million 

Improvement to Federal Roads  3,800 Million 

Total  5,405 Million 
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Figure 4.1: The Private Vehicle Movement Functional Highway Network 
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These sums are at first glance appear quite substantial, both for the State and for Federal 
Government.  However, both bodies have a general on-going responsibility to maintain and 
upgrade their highway networks and when spread over a 15 to 20 year period they might 
become manageable, particularly if some of these works could be linked to development 
activity.  It should be remembered that over this same time period it is envisaged that some 
800,000 additional people will move into the State.  This approximates to a need for an 
additional 200,000 new housing units, the majority of which will be located on the Mainland 
where these improvements are primarily needed 

b) Provision of New Highways 

In the case of both the North - South Expressway Link Road and the Third Sea Crossing 
these are viewed within the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' as being 
provided as tolled facilities. As such, their provision is likely to be achieved through 
involvement of the private sector, both in terms of raising the initial capital investment costs 
and in terms of subsequently operating the facility.   

In the case of the first it is anticipated that all costs would be covered by the private sector 
operator through the subsequent collection of tolls.  In the case of the second, if there is a 
need for public sector involvement, this is anticipated to be in the form of an agreement 
based around development rights, rather than direct public sector financing.  In budgetary 
terms both of these schemes will therefore be financed off of the public sector account. 

In terms of the provision of the other three roads, namely the George Town Outer Bypass, 
the North Coast Pair Road and the Air Hitam - Relau Pair Road the opportunities to mobilise 
private sector involvement are more limited as all three schemes are being promoted within 
the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' as public roads, rather than toll roads.  
Nonetheless, opportunities for private sector involvement through the granting of 
development rights might still exist. 

If the provision of these roads does eventually need to be funded through the public purse 
the combined cost of their implementation is around RM 3,250 Million 

Whether the costs associated with the provision of these roads falls to the State or to 
Federal Government will depend on eventual ownership.  Under the Tier 1 and Tier 2 
Private Vehicle Movement corridor designations shown in Figure 4.1 there could be a case 
for these roads being financed by Federal Government as Federal Highways. 

c) Other Highway Related Costs 

Other costs associated with implementing the highway related components of the 
'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' amount to some RM 1, 900 Million and are 
primarily associated with improving the traffic signal regime, improving the traffic 
enforcement regime, providing improved facilities for pedestrians, cyclists and motorcyclists, 
improving the road safety regime and rationalising the highway direction signage regime.  
Based on highway ownership these costs are likely to be apportioned relatively evenly 
between MPPP, the State and Federal Government. 
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d) Summary 

Overall, of the RM 16.2 Billion required to implement the highway related components of the 
'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' the contribution required from the State / 
MPPP / MPSP could be as low as RM 2,500 Million, with the private sector contributing a 
minimum of RM 5.65 Billion and Federal Government contributing as much as RM 8.0 Billion 

4.5 The Possible Allocation of Public Transport Related Strategy Costs 
between Different Parties 

Firstly, it needs to be recognised that the achievement of any significant improvement in 
public transport provision within the State is dependent on SPAD providing support to the 
public transport related proposals contained within the 'Recommended Transport Master 
Plan Strategy' 

To move forward the public transport agenda the State, MPPP and MPSP must convince 
SPAD that both the short to medium term public transport re-organisation proposals and the 
longer term public transport infrastructure and service proposals contained within the 
'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' should be adopted as part of SPAD's wider 
'Public Transport Master Plan Strategy for Peninsula Malaysia'   

Once this has been achieved the State, working with SPAD through the suggested 'Strategic 
Strategy Delivery Committee', could start to work closely with both Rapid Penang and other 
private operators to facilitate the restructuring of current bus services on both Penang Island 
and the Mainland and the 'Strategic Strategy Delivery Committee' could itself start to initiate 
proposals for financing the implementation of the other public transport related proposals. 

a) Short to Medium Term Reorganisation of the Bus System 

In the short to medium term the infrastructure works associated with reorganising the public 
transport system will primarily need to be undertaken by the State, MPPP and MPSP.   

These works are likely to consist of the provision of new interchange facilities between Core 
Route / Feeder Route services, the introduction of bus priority measures and the 
construction of some park and ride sites.  Overall, these works are likely to cost in the order 
of RM 400 to RM 500 Million to implement.   

During this period it will also be necessary to add to Rapid Penang's bus fleet.  These costs 
should be met by Rapid Penang itself or through grants to Rapid Penang from Federal 
Government, through the Ministry of Finance. 

b) Introduction of Commuter Rail Services 

The provision of such services is outside the remit of the State, MPPP and MPSP. If this part 
of the strategy is to become reality the cost of constructing a new station a Mega Mall, 
purchasing new rolling stock and constructing train sheds / depot / maintenance facilities will 
ultimately need to be met through Federal Government. This cost amounts to some RM 670 
Million 

Possible conduits for securing this finance might be through KTM / ETC as an extension to 
the Inter-City train service provision or perhaps through NCIA, as part of their overall 
initiative to regenerate Penang Sentral. Combining the new commuter rail based 
maintenance and depot facilities with those needed for the inter-city service could also result 
in some cost savings.   
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c) Introduction of Improved Ferry Services between Butterworth and George Town 

The 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' envisages that the existing car / 
passenger ferry service between Penang Sentral and Weld Quay will be replaced by a 
catamaran based passenger service prior to 2020.   

To make this a reality there is need to construct new catamaran berths and passenger 
facilities at both Penang Sentral and Weld Quay, to provide new vessel maintenance 
facilities and to purchase some four new catamarans.  The over cost associated with this is 
some RM 210 Million. 

At the current time these services are provided by Penang Port, under requirements 
imposed by the Penang Port Commission.  Neither of these organisations have any direct 
proposals to undertake this work.  They do however have an obligation to operate a ferry on 
this route and will need to consider replacing the existing vessels over the next few years.  A 
contribution from these organisations may therefore be forthcoming, particularly if such a 
contribution were linked to the transfer of this obligation to another party, perhaps a 'Penang 
Integrated Transport Agency' or similar. 

NCIA also has a vested interest in maintaining and perhaps expanding the ferry operation as 
part of its involvement in regenerating the Penang Sentral transport hub.  NCIA may 
therefore also be seen as an ally for securing funds for this element of the Strategy. 

d) Introduction of New Tram and Bus Rapid Transit Services 

By far the most expensive element of the public transport related component of the 
'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' is that related to introducing Tram and / or 
Bus Rapid Transit services in place of the Core bus Network.   

These works are programmed to be undertaken between 2018 and 2030 and will require an 
overall investment of some RM 7,700 Million.  This covers the cost of constructing the new 
infrastructure, stations, depot and maintenance facilities and purchasing new trams and Bus 
Rapid Transit vehicles. 

It needs to be emphasised that such a change will only happen if SPAD is fully committed to 
these improvements through its own 'Malaysia Wide Public Transport Master Plan Strategy'.  

It is SPAD that has the planning and regulatory powers to move these types of projects 
forward.  SPAD also has the credibility within Federal Government to facilitate the securing 
of the necessary funds - In the case of the current improvements being undertaken in Kuala 
Lumpur SPAD is acting as the project promoter and the funding is thought to be being 
provided by the Federal Government, through the Ministry of Finance using Syarikat 
Prasarana Negara Berhad (Prasarana - National Infrastructure Company Limited).  The 
importance of the State fully engaging with SPAD at the earliest possible time can not be 
over emphasised. 

While in the past, before the financial crisis, such schemes within Kuala Lumpur and 
elsewhere might have been provided solely through the use of private sector finance, with 
the hope that revenues and other ancillary income would repay construction costs.  Both 
domestic and international experience has now shown that this type of model is unlikely to 
be viable within today's financial climate.  This is particularly the case in respect of Malaysia, 
where fares are deliberately keep low by Federal Government to increase affordability. A 
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substantial part of this required RM 7,700 Million will therefore have to come from the public 
purse, via Federal Government. 

However, despite all of the above reservations regarding the ability of the private sector to 
deliver these improvements there are still several ways in which the overall burden of these 
schemes (to the public purse) might be reduced. These might include the following: 

Generally, there should be opportunities to mobilise some private sector finance through 
granting developers development rights at key interchange locations on the system. 

In the case of the George Town - Airport Line there may be an opportunity to move the 
scheme forward through a partnership with the airport operator or even a major airline, given 
that this scheme could be viewed as providing a stimulus to Airport accessibility. In this 
regard it is worth noting that under the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' this 
scheme is identified as a pilot project, with construction commencing in 2018 - Successful 
partnering on this project may encourage other private sector interests to partner on later 
projects 

Other similar opportunities for partnering that might exist include partnering with the: 

� tourist industry in respect of the George Town - North Coast Line; and 

� Penang Development Corporation in respect of both the Bayan Lepas Orbital Loop 
Line and the Mainland Southern Corridor Line 

In the longer term, although not part of the currently recommended proposals, there might 
also be opportunities, through partnering, to extend the Butterworth - Bukit Mertajam Line to 
Kulim in Perak and the Mainland Southern Corridor Line into Batu Kawan. The coverage of 
both of these proposals, both being Bus Rapid Transit based rather than tram based, might 
be relatively easy to extend through street running within the general traffic lanes. 

It should also be noted that it is primarily the provision of Tram / Bus Rapid Transit facilities, 
combined with the introduction of increased and extended on-street parking charges, that 
provides the opportunity to change the development application process as discussed in 
Chapter 5.  One significant advantage of these changes, from a developer viewpoint, will be 
a move away from requiring developers to meet minimum car parking standards within 
commercial developments that are located within areas of high public transport accessibility. 
Such a change will reduce overall developer construction costs, thereby providing the 
opportunity for the State to secure transport related developer contributions.  These 
contributions could help partially finance the above public transport improvements. 

e) Introduction of Additional Ferry Services 

The final part of the public transport related element of the 'Recommended Transport Master 
Plan Strategy' envisages that additional catamaran based ferry services will be introduced 
between Penang Sentral and both Gurney Quay and Queensbay, together with a new 
catamaran based feeder service between Straits Quay and Queensbay.  The costs 
associated with introducing all of these services are estimated at an additional RM 400 
Million, covering the cost of additional ferries, dredging works and docking facilities. 

The source of financing of these additional new services is less clear.  It could be financed 
through a federal government grant or perhaps to some extent through private sector 
contributions from E & O and the owners of Queensbay and the Light.  Again, NCIA may 
also be able to facilitate funding. 
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d) Summary 

Overall, of the RM 9.5 Billion required to implement the public transport related components 
of the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' the contribution required from the 
State / MPPP / MPSP is likely to be low, at around RM 500 Million.  This is primarily 
because, under current transport ownership arrangements, the State, MPPP and MPSP 
have little control over public transport. 

Depending on the extent to which private sector monies might be mobilised the majority of 
the remaining costs are likely to fall to federal government 

4.6 Recommendations 

In respect of securing necessary funding to implement the 'Recommended Transport Master 
Plan Strategy' only some RM 3 Billion of the estimated overall cost of RM 26 Million is likely 
to fall directly on the State, MPPP and MPSP. Even this cost however is very significant, 
given the low revenue base of all three parties.   

To secure the remaining RM 23.0 Billion the State, MPPP and MPSP will have to engage 
vigorously with both Federal Government and the private sector. This will only be achieved if 
the State, MPPP and MPSP start this engagement programme now. 

As stated in Chapter 2, to facilitate this a Task Force needs to be set up, under the 
chairmanship of the Chief Minister or the Chairman of the State's Local Government and 
Traffic Management Committee to develop an Action Plan to achieve such engagement. 

Out of this Action Plan, it is suggested that a 'Strategic Strategy Delivery Committee' be 
established that comprises of all the key players responsible for the delivery of transport 
services within the State.  This 'Committee' can then jointly start to address all of these 
funding issues 

In moving the funding issue forward this 'Strategic Strategy Delivery Committee' needs to: 

� Maximise the opportunities for securing federal government based capital 
investment by leveraging on Federal Government’s available funding resources.  
This includes targeting existing funds that might be available through existing 
planned initiatives and targeting new opportunities for mobilizing funds through 
working directly with Suruhanjaya Pengangkutan Awam Darat (SPAD), the 
Ministries of Finance, Works and Transport, the Malaysian Highways Authority, 
NCIA, KHAZANAH and PEMANDU. 

� Initiate / continue discussions with private sector developers / contractors who may 
have an interest in providing infrastructure in return previously identified 
development rights and / or future toll revenues 

� Investigate new opportunities for private sector partnership funding through both the 
granting of further, as yet unidentified, development right opportunities and through 
seeking the direct financial involvement of other organisations such as the Penang 
Airport Authority, Penang Development Corporation and the tourist Industry 

� Initiate proposals for the setting up of a Transport Fund, funded initially through the 
introduction of 'Transport Related Development Charges' and subsequently 
additionally supported through the proceeds from parking charges and access 
charge revenues. 
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In addition to the above specific recommendations, the following guiding principles should 
also be borne in mind when looking at the funding requirements and funding proposals for 
individual elements of the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' 

� All proposed transport proposals should have credible and sustainable funding plan.  
Funding availability should be an essential consideration for deciding whether, how, 
and when to provide a particular transport solution.   

� Implementation agencies should seek to optimise capital expenditure, ensuring that 
when money is spent it results in the achievement of best value returns. This can be 
done through utilising market competitive tendering processes and benchmarking 
project costs against others in the sector so as to maximise efficiencies and 
optimise returns on developer / operator spending. In this regard optimising 
expenditure does not necessarily mean spending less - it simply helps to get 
maximum value out of monies that are spent. 

� In general, public transport related capital improvements should be given priority 
over road based improvement schemes. Early implementation of public transport 
service improvements can influence land use development decisions, particularly 
along the Core public transport corridors.  This can influence decisions on home 
purchasing and result in the establishment of more sustainable travel patterns.   

� In securing external financing through federal government, the private sector or the 
Transport Fund steps should be taken to ensure that such funding is steady, 
predictable, and sustainable, thus ensuring that funding volatility does not 
compromise transport infrastructure or service delivery.  In particular, steps should 
be taken to ensure that external revenues derived from general public budgets 
remain affordable, regardless of which tier of government is providing them. 

� All decisions on capital expenditure should be taken bearing in mind not just the 
short term gains provided through such expenditure, but also the long term 
affordability impacts associated with of securing the necessary financing 

� Finally, wherever possible, in developing transport solutions the objective should be 
to maximise system revenues so as to ensure full cost recovery  

PROVIDED that:  

- the costs associated with using the services remain affordable to lower income 
passengers; and 

- the service structure itself provides adequate connectivity and integration. 
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5 DEVELOPMENT CONTROL 

5.1 Introduction 

Future land use development within Penang ideally needs to be planned so as it supports 
the objectives of the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy''. This Chapter 
identifies key policy levers that can be used to enhance the current land use development 
control mechanisms. These enhanced mechanisms seek to better integrate the 
transportation system with the future pace and shape of land use development.   

In the following sections the existing land use development control process is examined and 
then a series of possible policy levers are explored.  Finally recommendations are made for 
changing the State's approach to processing land development applications. 

5.2 The Prescribed Land Use Development and Policy Setting Framework 

At present there are three levels of authority that administer land use policy under the Town 
and Country Planning Act 1976. These are: 

� The National Physical Planning Council at federal level sets out strategic policies 
and guidelines so as to influence the flow of physical developments and land use 
patterns throughout Peninsular Malaysia. It also has the discretion to establish 
Regional Planning Committees so as to coordinate development between more 
than one State. Under current practise however these Regional Planning 
Committees merely exercise consultative and advisory powers in advising States 
and local planning authorities on issues related to the drafting of State wide 
development plans.  They have no direct involvement in implementing and 
regulating land use planning at the local level. 

� The State Government has responsibility for setting general land use planning 
policies and overseeing development proposals within its boundary. The Town and 
Country Planning Act 1976 requires State Governments to prepare a Structure Plan, 
formulating general land use policies and identifying key proposals within its area. 
In exercising this power the State Government needs to conform to the strategic 
policies and guidelines set out within the National Physical Plan. These Structure 
Plans need to be adopted by the State through a process of consultation with 
National Physical Planning Council.  

� The Local Authorities are generally responsible for approving the planning and 
control of development activities within their boundaries. Under the provisions of the 
Town and Country Planning Act 1976 each local authority is required to produce a 
Local Plan, setting out detailed planning guidelines at local level.  These guidelines 
determine allowable land use types (i.e. they specify land use zoning), development 
densities and development heights at a site specific level. In preparing these Local 
Plans each local authority needs to conform with the higher level policies and 
guidelines contained within the State Structure Plan. 

As such, under the current development planning system it is MPPP and MPSP that are 
empowered to implement planning and development control policies through approving or 
refusing planning applications within their boundaries in accordance with the land use 
zoning and policy guidelines set out within the Local Plan.. 
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5.3 The Reality of the Current Development Control Process within Penang 

At the current time the Local Plans within both MPPP and MPSP's areas are in draft format, 
awaiting formal adoption by the two Councils. This means that although the local authorities 
have been through the process of deciding what development is allowed in each location 
these decisions are not binding.  Similarly, it also means that the allocations determined 
within these draft Local Plans are not generally available for public scrutiny and as such it 
could be argued that the current approval / refusal process within Penang is not transparent. 

Regardless of the above, other key features of the current system are:  

� Firstly that it is permissive in format, in that it sets out what type of development 
should be allowed to proceed in each location. It does not however contain any 
features that compel a developer to develop in one location in preference to 
another; and 

� Secondly, through specifying distinct land use zoning designations for individual 
sites, or in many cases large areas, segregated development patterns tend to 
emerge, with concentrations of employment land use being geographical separated 
from concentrations of residential land use.  . 

With regard to the first of these issues, this permissive system might not be an issue if the 
Local Plans contained limited provision for new development at State wide level.  In reality 
however the aggregate allowable development allocations within Local Plans tend to vastly 
exceed actual development demand, thereby within the constraints of the Local Plan's 
allocations, developers can pick and choose which sites they actually develop. 

In respect of the second, the usage of 'single use' zoning designations tends to result in 
increased demands for travel, with residents often having to travel substantial distances 
between where they live and where they work.  Much greater emphasis on the provision of 
mixed use development could reduce such travel demand. 

From a specific transport planning perspective the current planning approvals process does 
nonetheless give the local authority the power to scrutinise each application to determine the 
transport related impact that each application might have on its surroundings and then to 
place a requirement on the developer to undertake mitigating improvements to the local 
transport network.   

Within Penang however, this examination activity is currently achieved through requiring 
each developer to undertake a 'Traffic Impact Assessment' to determine the development's 
impact on the surrounding highway network. The outcome generally being that through a 
process of negotiation an agreement is reached between the local authority and the 
developer in respect of what mitigating measures should be implemented to make the 
planning application acceptable in transport terms.  By definition, because the examination 
activity is based around a 'Traffic Impact Assessment', rather than a 'Transport Impact 
Assessment', these mitigating measures generally tend to be in the form of highway 
improvements, rather than improvements to the public transport or pedestrian / cycling 
regime. 

Also, to some extent at least, this process tends to be loaded in favour of the developer as 
the developer often has available resources to employ his own traffic advisors, whereas the 
Councils, with their limited financial and technical resources, tend by necessity to have to 
rely on the local experience of their officers, rather than detailed technical analysis. 
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5.4 The Need for Change 

Moving forward, the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' is based around a 
principle that: 

� public transport and other sustainable modes of transport should be encouraged; 
and 

� measures should be taken to reduce future levels of growth in private vehicle usage 

In detailed terms the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' seeks to achieve 
these objectives through promoting measures that vastly improve both the existing public 
transport and pedestrian regime, while at the same time also taking measures in the short to 
medium term to control on-street car parking (particularly commuter based long stay car 
parking) and in the longer term to deter private vehicle usage for trips to George Town and 
Butterworth. 

If the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' is to be fully effective there needs to 
be a much better alignment between these new transport policies and the existing planning 
control policies and procedures. This can best be achieved through: 

� encouraging future development to be located in areas where there is good 
accessibility to public transport; and 

� ensuring that all new developments are designed in such a manner as to be locally 
accessible from the surrounding areas by both public transport and by foot. 

In detail there is a need to: 

Focus High Density Developments at Public Transport Accessible Locations 

This can be best achieved through setting priorities and providing incentives that facilitate 
the intensification of developments adjacent to public transport nodes (i.e. encouraging 
Transit Oriented Development

1
 (TOD)).  The aim should be to encourage a more 

sustainable approach to development, allowing high density employment and residential 
developments to take place within a 400 metre walking distance of key public transport 
interchange hubs, thus enabling convenient access to high quality public transport services. 

The preliminary station location and station hierarchy proposals discussed in the 
accompanying 'Public Transport Improvement Plan' provide an initial basis upon which local 
planning authorities could start to initiate a review of existing Local Plan guidelines and 
policies 

In promoting this Transit Orientated Development approach however it is important that the 
focus is not simply targeted towards encouraging high-end real estate developments that 
generate the highest revenue.   

                                                      

1
 Transit Oriented Development (TOD) refers to mixed-use residential or commercial areas 

designed to promote intensive developments around transit stations to provide easily accessible 

public transport services for more people.  
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Instead, the aim should be to promote mixed use developments that include residential, 
commercial and employment provision, together with public realm facilities, thus creating a 
pedestrian friendly environment with direct connections to local attractions. Such 
developments should also include an element of affordable housing for occupancy by 
essential workers (i.e. teacher, police and service workers) so as to avoid simply creating 
'empty-nester' ghettos within urban centres 

Generally Deter High Density Development in Locations that have Poor Public 
Transport Accessibility  

At a more general level there is a need to adopt policies that deter new development, 
particularly high density development, in areas that are removed from the public transport 
network.   

This can be achieved firstly through reviewing Local Plan policies and allocations to ensure 
that all development sites that are removed from the public transport network are subjected 
to low density development policies. In addition, the policies could also be reviewed to 
reduce the number of remote sites that are made available for high traffic generating non-
residential developments - This approach however simply controls the extend and form of 
new development that can take place on any given site.  There is still the possibility, at an 
aggregate level, that a significant quantity of new development, particularly residential 
development, will occur in low density rural housing estates.  Such an outcome would be 
highly detrimental to the aims of the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy', given 
that such developments are very difficult to serve effectively by public transport. 

The real answer lies in identifying a financial mechanism that makes it much less attractive 
to build new developments in rural areas, rather than in urban areas.  Introducing some form 
of public transport accessibility related development charge, where the magnitude of the 
charge increases with reduced public transport accessibility might be one way forward.  
Such an approach has an added advantage also in that the income from the 'charge' can be 
redirected towards funding transport improvements, thus partially addressing the funding 
issues discussed in Chapter 4. 

Refining the application of such a 'Transport Related Development Charge', such that the 
charge is increased with reducing public transport accessibility and varied to reflect the 
appropriateness of undertaking high density development would both limit the occurrence of 
development in rural areas and ensure that higher density developments are concentrated 
at public transport hub points. 

Adopt a New Approach to Determining the Need for Car Parking Provision within 
Developments 

The 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' envisages that steps will be taken to 
deter long stay on-street commuter parking.  This policy will have little impact however if 
developers are still allowed to continue to provide such commuter parking facilities within the 
confines of the new development sites. 

To address this issue it is suggested that a new approach be taken to determining the need 
for development related car parking provision.  It is suggested that in all new non-residential 
developments off-street parking standards should be set in terms of 'maximum' provision 
levels, rather than 'minimum' provision levels.   
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It is further suggested that these 'allowable maximum' standards be reduced with increased 
public transport accessibility. This implies that new 'maximum' non-residential development 
car parking standards should be implemented on a sliding scale, with lower 'maximum' 
standards being applied: 

� within the central areas of George Town and Butterworth; and 

� in areas in close proximity to major public transport hubs 

than elsewhere.  

To avoid spillage of such car parking onto neighbouring streets however, it will be essential 
that such a policy is introduced in tandem with the introduction of on-street parking controls.  
Also, to ensure that the introduction of such a policy does not simply discourage developers 
from developing in public transport accessible areas the introduction of such a policy needs 
to be linked to the adoption of a 'Transport Related Development Charge' structured in the 
form discussed in the previous section.   

Under such a regime, the combined impact of reduced construction costs (associated with 
the removal of the need to provide car parking spaces) and a lower 'Transport Related 
Development Charge' should make it more attractive, rather than less attractive, to build 
developments in areas of high public transport accessibility. 

Such a change in parking standards is however only applicable to non-residential 
development. It is still recommended that car parking standards imposed in the case of 
residential developments be based primarily on occupancy / wealth criteria, rather than 
locational criteria.  It is not the intention of the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan 
Strategy' to deter car ownership. The Strategy's objective is simply to deter private vehicle 
usage in situations where there are good public transport alternatives. 

It should also be noted that in the context of new developments, all applications for the 
construction of new private purpose-built off-street car parks within areas of high public 
transport accessibility should be discouraged.  Elsewhere, such developments should be 
subject to high levels of 'Transport Related Development Charges' and all permissions 
should be accompanied by binding agreements on adopted car parking rates, thus ensuring 
that long stay parking is deterred within any new off-street parking facilities. 

Ensure that Developers Contribute Effectively towards the Cost of Mitigating the 
Transport Related Impacts of Development 

Throughout the world it is generally accepted that when new developments take place the 
developer needs to make some form of contribution towards paying for the impacts that his 
new development has on public infrastructure.  The presumption being that the State should 
not have to fund public infrastructure improvements that are necessitated solely as a 
consequence of private sector development. 

One example of this in Penang is the imposition of a 'drainage related levy' on new 
developments.  The monies collected through this levy are used to mitigate the impacts that 
new developments have on the State's drainage system. 

In the case of mitigating the transport related impacts of new development the current 
system adopted within Penang relies on the use of 'Traffic Impact Assessments'.  The theory 
being that the 'Traffic Impact Assessment' should identify the additional stress that a new 
development places on the transport network and the developer should then directly fund 
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improvements to the surrounding transport system in return for being granted development 
consent. 

The key failings however of this present system are that: 

� 'Traffic Impact Assessments', as the name implies, generally only concentrate on 
looking at the 'traffic related impacts' of development, rather than the 'transport 
related impacts' of development.  Consequently, these assessments generally result 
in developers having to undertake local highway improvements to support any 
development application.  The process generally ignores the need to make new 
developments accessible to residents in neighbouring areas through improving 
walking, cycling and public transport linkages. 

� The improvements that are identified through this process are generally site specific 
and there is little overall coordination between the improvements requested from 
different developers, consequently there is an unplanned tendency towards 
continuing expansion of the road network 

� Finally, the 'Traffic Impact Assessment' approach tends to be based around 
assessing each application separately.  Often, for smaller developments, such 
assessments conclude that the traffic related impacts of that particular development 
are small and therefore the mitigating measures that are secured by the Council 
from a particular developer are often small and sometimes non existent. 

Moving forward, if 'Transport Related Development Charges' were to be used as the primary 
method of ensuring mitigation, in place of 'Traffic Impact Assessments', several benefits 
emerge 

� Firstly, the revenues collected through such a charge can be much more effectively 
channelled toward the planned development of the transport system, particularly 
once the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' has been formally 
adopted by the Councils 

� Secondly, as the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' is Multi-modal in 
nature, funds can be channelled to public transport, pedestrian and cycling 
improvements, as well as highway improvements; 

� Thirdly, all developers would be required to pay a proportional charge that reflects 
the size. type and impact of their developments. This means that in future payment 
will be collected not only from large developments but from all developments, thus 
allowing the cumulative impact of many small developments to be properly mitigated 

� Fourthly, as already discussed, through ensuring that the adopted calculation 
formula takes account not only of development scale and type, but also includes the 
geographical location of the development (relative to the public transport system) 
and the density of the development, incentives can be given to concentrate new 
development in locations where transport impacts can be most easily mitigated. 

Based on the above advantages, it is suggested that, in parallel with adopting the 
'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy', there should be a move way from the use 
of 'Traffic Impact Assessments' as the primary means of ensuring that developers contribute 
towards transport impacts.  Instead, a system based around the use of 'Transport Related 
Development Charges' should be adopted. 
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In a limited number of special cases, where mega developments directly facilitate the 
achievement of significant projects identified within the 'Recommended Transport Master 
Plan Strategy' there may be a case for the Council to work in partnership with the developer, 
effectively using the developer's 'Transport Related Development Charges' as a means of 
securing such new infrastructure. Typical examples of this might be where a developer 
proposes a comprehensive development at a new transport hub and is in a position to 
provide a new station, interchange facility and a section of a Tram or Bus Rapid Transit 
scheme as an integral part of the development scheme. Such situations should however be 
considered as rare exceptions, rather than the norm. thereby removing the possibility of 
developers using this approach to avoid the payment of 'Transport Related Development 
Charges' 

Ensure Good Transport Related Design at the Local Level 

In making these changes however, there will still a need, at the local level, to ensure that all 
new developments are well designed in transport terms.  The 'Traffic Impact Assessment' 
concept should therefore still be retained, but the assessment should be recast as a 
'Transport Accessibility Audit' 

In this new form, the 'Transport Accessibility Audit' should be structured such as it is the 
development's potential to attract and accommodate people, rather than cars, that is 
assessed.  Based on this audit developers should be required, as necessary, to provide 
localised features to make the development accessible by all modes. 

Under such an audit the developer will primarily be required to ensure his development is 
acceptable at local level. As such, required local features are more likely to concentrate on 
the application of sustainable design principles, rather than the expenditure of excessive 
additional funds. 

While there will still be a requirement for the developer to provide safe and efficient access 
to his site, both for vehicles and pedestrians, the current tendency to secure wider highway 
improvements on the back of developments will no longer apply. 

In public transport accessible areas, where it is recommended that there should be a parallel 
presumption against the provision of excessive off-site car parking, the majority of future 
visitors to a development site are likely to access the site by foot or public transport.  The 
localised accessibility features should therefore reflect this and should be concentrated 
towards improving pedestrian linkages within the site, into surrounding neighbourhoods and 
to public transport facilities.  

In rural areas, where public transport connections might not exist at all the developer should 
still be encouraged to ensure that the development itself is pedestrian friendly and in the 
case of large rural developments, consideration should be given to securing new bus based 
connections to the core public transport network. 

In summary, the key emphasis of future 'Transport Accessibility Audits' should be to: 

� Ensure the provision of good local pedestrian linkages, both within the site and 
between the site and neighbouring areas; 

� to ensure good linkages between the site and the public transport network; and 

� to facilitate safe and efficient vehicular movement within the site and between the 
site and the significant road network.   
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Other wider area improvements will generally be funded at a collective level, using the 
proceeds from the 'Transport Related Development Charge' fund 

5.5 The Suggested Way Forward 

In the foregoing sections emphasis has been given to the adoption of a new approach to 
reviewing development applications, in transport related terms.  In essence, this new 
approach is based around four basic themes.  These being: 

� The undertaking of a review of the current draft Local Plans so as to ensure that 
future policies and development guidelines are compatible with the objectives of the 
'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy'.   

- This review should seek to ensure that high density, mixed use, 'Transit 
Orientated Development' is encouraged around key transport hubs 

- Elsewhere within the State, wherever possible, zoning allocations, density 
standards and height limits at potential development sites are set such that 
the majority of new development takes place in areas that have good public 
transport accessibility, rather than in areas that are remote from the public 
transport network. 

� The adoption of new 'maximum' based car parking standards for non-residential 
developments. The principle being to adopt a sliding scale approach to the setting of 
'maximum' car parking standards with lower 'maximum' standards being applied: 

- within the central areas of George Town and Butterworth; and 

- in areas in close proximity to major public transport hubs 

� The adoption of a new 'Transport Related Development Charge' as the primary 
mechanism for ensuring that developers pay for the transport related impacts that 
their developments create with such contributions being set so as to:  

- encourage new development to occur in locations that have good access to 
the public transport system; and 

- discourage new developments, particularly high density developments, from 
being constructed in areas that are remote from the public transport system 

� The retention of site specific 'Transport Impact Assessments', but in a modified 
format, concentrating on local access and design issues rather than wider network 
issues. These new impact assessments are to be termed 'Transport Accessibility 
Audits' and are to focus on the accessibility of people, rather than cars.  Their 
primary purpose is to ensure that the development is well designed in terms of: 

- local pedestrian linkages, both within the development site and between the 
site and neighbouring areas; 

- linkages to the public transport network; and 

- vehicular movement, both within the site and between the site and the 
significant road network.   

In undertaking a review of the draft Local Plans it would be advisable to undertake this 
review in an iterative manner, using the 'Strategic Multimodal Transport Model' developed 
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under this current study, to assess, at a State wide level the net impacts that the proposed 
changes to the draft Local Plans will have on both travel behaviour and travel demand. 

5.6 A Possible Model for Introducing 'Transport Related Development 
Charges' 

In introducing 'Transport Related Development Charges' there will be a need to develop a 
new policy formula, whereby the 'Transport Related Development Charge' reflects: 

� the magnitude and type of development; 

� the development density of the development; and 

� the extent to which the development is accessible by public transport 

The underlying presumption behind such a formula should be that the charge is structured 
so as the unit charge per square metre for any particular type of development is proportional 
to the development's public transport accessibility and density. 

In terms of new non-residential developments, the combined impact of: 

� relatively low car parking related infrastructure costs in areas of high public transport 
accessibility (based on lower parking provision standards); and  

� relatively low 'Transport Related Development Charges' 

should in its own right make it financially more attractive to site new non-residential 
developments in locations that have good public transport accessibility 

In the case of new residential developments however, where: 

� car parking standards are recommended to primarily continue to reflect resident 
occupancy levels (rather than locational issues) and therefore remain relative 
constant between different locations; 

the available financial savings related to providing such developments in 'high public 
transport accessible locations' are likely to be lower.  

Introducing a 'density' variable into such a formula however addresses this issue, particularly 
if the magnitude of the 'Transport Related Development Charge' for any given development 
is set based on a combined measure of public transport accessibility and development 
density, with 'high density' development being favoured in 'high public transport accessibility 
locations' and deterred in 'low public transport accessibility locations'.   

A possible developer contribution model, combining both 'Public Transport Accessibility' and 
'Development Density' is illustrated in Figure 5.1.  In addition, Figure 5.2 sets out a possible 
'Public Transport Accessibility Zoning' system that could be used for this purpose. 

This Public Transport Accessibility Zoning system reflects the ease with which residents can 
reach employment opportunities. The Hubs identified in Figure 5.2 coincide with proposed 
Key transit stations on the newly proposed Tram, Bus Rapid Transit and Commuter Rail 
Lines. The allowable development densities at these Hub locations could be set higher than 
in the surrounding areas.  Similarly the level of the 'Transport Related Development Charge' 
could be set lower in these locations.  The Hub hierarchy is explained in more detail in the 
accompanying 'Public Transport Improvement Plan'   
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Accessibility 

 

Density 

Very High 

Public 

Transport 

Accessibility 

High Public 

Transport 

Accessibility 

Medium  Public 

Transport 

Accessibility 

Low Public 

Transport  

Accessibility 

Very High Density Very Low Low Relatively High Very High 

High Density Low Relatively Low Medium to High High 

Medium Density Relatively Low Low to Medium Above Medium Relatively High 

Low Density Low to Medium Below Medium Medium Medium to High 

Note:   The annotation in the table indicates the relative levels of 'Transport Relate Development 
Charge' per unit of development in differing locations, based on the prevailing levels of 
development density  

Figure 5.1:  'Transport Related Development Charge' Model, Combining Public 
Transport Accessibility and Development Density 
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Figure 5.2: A Possible Public Transport Accessibility Zoning System 
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6 THE NEED FOR INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY 
BUILDING WITHIN THE STATE, MPPP AND MPSP 

6.1 Introduction 

In order to turn the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' from an idea into a 
reality there is a vast amount of work that needs to be undertaken.  This will involve a 
considerable level of officer involvement at both State and Local Authority level. 

Chapter 2 has already discussed the need for the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan 
Strategy' to be owned at both officer and member level within the State, MPPP and MPSP.  

It has also suggested a possible approach to Strategy delivery through the initial setting up of 
a Strategy Task Force at State level and the subsequent establishment of a strategy delivery 
team involving membership from all organisations with an interest in the delivery of the 
State's Transport initiatives. 

At a day to day level however, there will also be a need for the State, MPPP and MPSP to 
participate fully in the strategy delivery process. In particular there will be a need for the 
State to oversee and monitor the strategy delivery process from a day to day perspective 
and there will be a need for MPPP and MPSP, working with other locally based organisations 
such as JKR, Rapid Penang and JPBD, to further develop and introduce the short to medium 
term measures aimed at: 

� upgrading the current approach to traffic signal operations, upgrading the standard 
of traffic signal intersections so as they fully conform to 21st century standards, 
providing extensive facilities to enable pedestrians to cross the road and generally 
reducing traffic signal cycle times so as to improve the overall efficiency of the 
highway network; 

� improving the regulation and enforcement of illegal waiting, parking, loading and 
hawker activity on roads that make up the strategic highway network; 

� reviewing, upgrading and extending the existing on-street car parking control regime; 

� addressing current road safety issues through initially setting up a road accident 
database and ultimately implementing road accident remedial schemes and road 
safety education campaigns; 

� rationalising the existing highway direction signing regime; 

� generally progressing the design and implementation of the myriad of intersection 
improvements and highway widening proposals which have been identified; 

� reorganising the existing bus based public transport network into a series of Core 
bus routes, feeder routes and other urban bus routes, necessitating the introduction 
of new interchange facilities and bus priority measures; and 

� making changes to way in which development applications are processed within the 
State 

Achieving all of these changes with the current staffing resources available to the State, 
MPPP and MPSP is going to be a very difficult challenge.   
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Within the State, there are currently only two or three staff specifically tasked with looking 
after transport planning related issues.  Similarly, within both MPPP and MPSP the number 
of suitably experienced staff within each local authority's engineering department is very 
limited. Those staff that are place within each organisation are already struggling to deliver 
day to day services. It is therefore unlikely that they will have the capacity to move forward all 
the initiatives outlined above. 

While, if adequate funding is made available, external consultants can be used to deliver 
some of the 'one off' services and studies, their inputs will still need to be managed from 
within the State, MPPP and MPSP - In any case, to be successful the strategy will need to 
be fully owned at officer level, rather than just being seen as a side show activity to be 
farmed off through a series of consultancy commissions. From the viewpoint of long term 
sustainability it is also important that a source of dedicated in-house expertise is developed 
and retained. 

This Chapter sets out to address these issues.  This is done through firstly examining, in a 
high level way, the type of organisational structures that would be typically in place within a 
'developed' local authority engineering organisation.  Based on this examination 
recommendations are then made for strengthening the current organisational structures 
within the State, MPPP and MPSP. 

In setting out the discussion provided below it is fully realised that gaining both approval and 
funding for making organisational changes is going to be very difficult, given the historic and 
continuing local government environment within Malaysia.   

Nonetheless, if it is not possible to make these very basic changes it is difficult to envision 
how the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' itself will ever be delivered and 
subsequently maintained on a day to day basis. 

6.2 The Typical 'Developed' Local Authority Organisational Structure 

In general, within a 'developed' local authority structure there is a need to provide both 
strategic leadership and implementation capability.  Within a two tier local government 
structure such as that which exists within Penang, the strategic leadership role is generally 
retained at State level, while the implementation and maintenance activities are generally 
administered and undertaken at local government level. 

Following this model, in the field of transport it would be usual for the State to take the lead in 
setting transport policy and overseeing the overall strategy implementation process and for 
the local authorities to implement changes and maintain the transport network. 

Depending on the powers granted to the State, its policy setting roles might cover strategic 
highway policy, strategy public transport policy and the setting of wider travel management 
policies.  To exercise these functions the State usually has a 'Transport Strategy Team' 
within its organisation. The staffing of such a team depends on the scope of work undertaken. 
Typically however such a team might range from five to twenty staff.  

Typically, at a local authority level, the transport engineering department is generally divided 
into four main divisions, with each division having responsibility for a specific area of the local 
authority's transport related functions.  These generally being  

� Street Lighting and Highway Maintenance;  
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� Highway Drainage; 

� Highway Structures; and 

� Traffic Management 

Generally staff within each of these division comprise of qualified engineers with expertise in 
the specific functions of their own division. Each division would additionally include a small 
team of support staff. 

The Traffic Management division will typically take responsibility for:  

� Day-to-day Development Control Related Transportation Issues; 

� Parking Management and Enforcement; 

� General Traffic Management Issues 

� Road Safety; and 

� Traffic Signal Design, Co-ordination and Operations 

Depending of the size of the local authority, the complexity of the transport system and the 
importance / emphasis that is placed on each of these specific areas of activity, each specific 
activity is likely to be undertaken by a dedicated sub-team comprising of between two and 
ten qualified engineers, together with perhaps one or two support staff in each area. 

The most important feature, perhaps of these typical structures is that the day to day fire 
fighting activities related to operating the transport network are to varying extents separated 
from the longer term strategic highway and public transport planning activities. 

Similarly, through providing adequate staffing levels and sub-dividing the day to day activities 
under the headings of Development Control, Parking Management and Enforcement, 
General Traffic Management Issues, Road Safety and Traffic Signal Design Coordination 
and Operations, engineers within each sub-team have time to design improvements to the 
transport system, as well as dealing with day to day enquiries. 

Another key feature of a 'developed' structure is that each organisation has a series of well 
defined objectives that it is tasked with delivering. Typically, such a programme will set out 
short to medium term aims together with a longer term vision. 

The 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy', as detailed with this report and the 
three other accompanying Plans, could form the basis of such a programme and vision 
within Penang. 

6.3 The need for General Resource and Technical Capacity Building within 
the State, MPPP and MPSP 

Within the Penang context the allocation of functions is perhaps more complex than within 
the typical 'developed' structures outlined above: 

� Firstly the State has limited powers in the context of transport policy, with SPAD 
primarily being responsible for setting public transport policy; and 

� Secondly, the implementation functions are sub-divided between MPPP, MPSP and 
JKR. 
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Nonetheless, at strategic level the State needs to work with SPAD and other organisations to 
secure its overall transport strategy and MPSP and MPPP need to work with JKR and others 
to manage and implement the strategy. 

At State level there is a need to establish a 'Transport Policy Unit'.  In part this already exists 
in the form of the current 'Traffic Management / Transport Planning Unit'.  It however needs 
to strengthened, both in terms of its technical abilities and in terms of its leadership.  In this 
respect there is a need to engage the services of an experienced transport planner to lead 
the current team. 

At local level both MPPP and MPSP are lacking resources to take the detailed elements of 
the strategy forward.  JKR, although responsible for many of the local implementation issues, 
is also understaffed and is very focussed on the deliver of highway solutions, rather than the 
wider elements contained within the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy'.  
Moving forward at local level there is therefore again a need to recruit additional experienced 
staff. 

Looking at the particular activities identified within the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan 
Strategy' some of these could be tackled at local level (i.e. individually by MPPP and MPSP) 
and some are best tackled at a State Wide level. 

� Issues such as Traffic Signal Management, Parking Control and the design of public 
transport interchanges and bus priority measures can each be tackled at individual 
local authority level providing the actions of the two authorities are coordinated at 
State level. - The current ability of each authority to do this however, in staff resource 
terms and to some extent in technical capacity terms, is questionable. 

� Other issues, such as the establishment of a road accident database, the 
introduction of a State wide signing strategy and the rationalisation of the current bus 
based public transport network might be best managed at either State level or JKR 
level, depending on the form of the activity - Again however it is questionable 
whether either the State or JKR currently has the staff resources or technical 
capacity to undertake these activities  

� Yet other initiatives, such as those related to the establishment and enforcement of a 
strategy aimed at preventing illegal waiting, loading, parking and hawker activity on 
the primary highway network might be best planned at State level, but implemented 
at local level - Again, the same issues of staff availability and technical capacity arise 
though. 

To resolve these issues there is an obvious need for the current institutions to be 
strengthened, both in terms of staff availability and in terms of technical capacity.  Whether 
the individual activities themselves are undertaken within the State, MPPP, MPSP or JKR is 
almost a secondary issue provided all tasks are fully coordinated at State level. 

If the short to medium term recommendations of the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan 
Strategy' are to be effectively and quickly taken forward then these issues do need to be 
resolved.  

Creating three separate centres of expertise is going to be much more difficult than creating 
a single expert entity.  On the other hand, concentrating all the required skills within one 
organisation will also be difficult, given the geographical and functional differences between 
the State, MPPP and MPSP.   
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One possible solution might be to establish a jointly owned 'Strategy Implementation Team'.  
Such a team, if it were allowed to operate at arms length from the day to day functional 
activities of the State, MPPP and MPSP could also perhaps actually achieve its objectives.   

In staffing terms it would obviously be necessary to recruit new staff into this team.  It would 
also however, be sensible to second existing State, MPPP and MPSP staff into this team so 
as to ensure that local knowledge and expertise is fully mobilised. - Such secondees would 
nonetheless need to be suitably qualified to undertake the tasks required. Simply transferring 
under-utilised existing technician or support staff into the team would defeat the team's 
objective.   

In terms of new staff recruitment the objective, in the longer term at least, should be to create 
new permanent positions so that both design and continuing management activities can be 
undertaken with continuity.  In the short term however there may be a case for employing 
staff on a contract basis, either through direct recruitment or through use of local private 
sector consultants. The key issue is that any staff who are engaged should have the required 
level of expertise to undertake the tasks at hand.  One advantage of using local consultant 
staff might be that the skills available through these individuals can be passed on to existing 
State, MPPP and MPSP employees.  Additionally, the skill sets employed can be relatively 
easily changed to met changing implementation priorities 

In terms of location it would be preferable if this 'Strategy Implementation Team' were to be 
based within the offices of the State, MPPP or MPSP so that there is an opportunity for cross 
referencing between the activities of the 'Strategy Implementation Team' and the wider State, 
MPPP / MPSP organisations. To be effective however members of the team should be 
dedicated within the team, not undertaking dual duties within the State, MPPP or MPSP. 

The initial primary technical functions of this new unit will be to provide expertise in the areas 
of: 

� Traffic signal design, layout, operational and timing issues; 

� Controlled parking area design and implementation issues; 

� Public transport bus interchange design and bus priority scheme design; 

� Establishment of a road accident database; 

� Design of a highway directional signing strategy; and 

� Refinement and implementation of new policies for assessing development 
applications 

In addition however the individual members of the unit will also need to be able to liaise 
effectively with staff from other organisations (particularly the police, Rapid Penang and the 
parent authorities), community groups and local politicians so as to ensure that the outputs 
produced by the 'Strategy Implementation Team' met the needs of the wider client bodies 
and the public. 

This above suggests that the Unit needs to include: 

� a number of individuals with say five to ten years experience in the areas of traffic 
engineering, public transport planning, database design and management, highway 
engineering and development control.  A working knowledge of the use of 
proprietary software packages such as TRANSYT, AIMSUN, ACAD, GIS and a 
database package will also be useful. 
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together with 

� at least one or two more senior staff who have a general understanding of most of 
the above issues but also have the experience to lead the team, both internally in 
terms of staff management and mentoring but also externally in terms of 
communications with other parties. 

Identifying the necessary funding to facilitate the establishment and strengthening of both a 
State based 'Transport Policy Unit' and this 'Strategy Implementation Team' (or something 
equivalent to it) is considered to be a necessary prerequisite for taking the strategy forward. 
In many respects it is as important, if not more important, that the need to identify funding for 
infrastructure improvements    

6.4 The Need for Specific Expertise in Strategic Transport Modelling 

In moving the strategy forward at a day to day level it is not envisaged that extensive use will 
need to be made of the 'Penang Strategic Multi-Modal Transport Model' (as developed under 
this study).  However, there may be occasions when use of the model might be appropriate.   

These would include using the model: 

� to verify the appropriateness, or otherwise, of possible planned changes to the land 
use zoning and policy aspects of the draft Local Plans; 

� to examine the implications of adopting different alignments or design standards for 
some of the major infrastructure proposals included within the 'Recommended 
Transport Master Plan Strategy'; and 

� in a minority of cases, to assess the transport related impact that Mega Development 
proposals might have on the Strategy's validity, particularly if it is envisaged that the 
approval of such development proposals might result in a need for the Strategy to be 
amended. 

For the purposes of ensuring that the client organisation are capable of undertaking such 
assessments at the times that they do prove to be needed, the Strategy study team has 
already trained two members of staff employed within MPPP's Engineering Department in 
the use of this model. These staff has also be trained in the use of more local area traffic 
software packages including AIMSUN, and to so extent TRANSYT, and already also have a 
insight into the proposals contained within the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan 
Strategy.  So as to ensure this expertise is not lost going forward it is strongly recommended 
that these two members of staff be among those nominated for secondment into the above 
discussed 'Strategy Implementation Team'  

Finally, in respect of the last of the possible cited uses of the 'Penang Strategic MultiModal 
Transport Model', it should be noted that the proposals included within the 'Recommended 
Transport Master Plan Strategy' have been developed on the assumption that extensive new 
development will occur within the State.  As a consequence, in the vast majority of instances 
where proposed developments are in accordance with the provisions set out within the 
current draft Local Plans there should generally be no further need to undertake strategic 
transport modelling assessments so as to understand the impact that such individual 
developments might have on the operation of the Strategy.  This situation is however only 
the case if, as part of the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' initiatives, the 
State and local authorities do in reality: 
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� take steps to impose realistic 'maximum' car parking standards for non-residential 
developments; 

� impose on-street car parking restrictions within the State's built-up areas that help to 
deter commuters from travelling by private vehicles; 

� universally adopt a policy of levying a realistically set 'Transport Related 
Development Charge' on all new developments that occur within the State, thereby 
facilitating, in part at least, the implementation of the 'Recommended Transport 
Master Plan Strategy'; and 

� actually implement the proposed improvements to both the public transport network 
and the highway network, as contained within the 'Recommended Transport Master 
Plan Strategy' 
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7 SUMMARY 

7.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapters of this report institutional proposals have been put forward for taking 
forward the 'Recommended Transport Master Plan Strategy' to implementation.  These 
range from proposals to ensure all stakeholders are involved in the delivery process, both 
from a facilitation and funding viewpoint, through to detailed proposals to improve staffing 
resources and technical capacity at local level and to change the adopted approach to 
processing planning applications. 

These proposals are in reality likely to be difficult to achieve.  Without them being achieved 
however it is unlikely that: 

� firstly the Strategy will be implemented; and 

� secondly, it will be successful in its aims 

The proposals set out within this report must therefore be given the same importance as 
those contained within the accompanying 'Highway Improvement Plan' and 'Public Transport 
Improvement Plan'. 


